
THE MASTER OF ETRURIA HALL 

 
He was a typical no nonsense chap, the type of man who knew what he wanted and how to 

get it, or when he was not so sure he did not give up.  A bluff country man from the north of 

England similar in character to that portrayed by Philip Glenister as James Trenchard in the 

adaptation of Julian Fellowes 2016 novel “Belgravia”.  Josiah Wedgwood could never have 

been an Oliver Trenchard (Richard Golding), he was far too self confident and self assured, 

the epitome of the self-made man.   

 
When he opened his first manufactory in Ivy House, Burslem in Staffordshire on the 1st May, 

1759, a property leased to him by a relative, he was only twenty nine years of age. By then he 

had developed a new green ceramic glaze which encouraged him to depart from his 

partnership with Thomas Whieldon which had commenced in 1754.    

 



 
 

Neither the partnership with Thomas Whieldon, nor the Ivy House manufactory were the 

first, that laurel must go to China, followed some centuries later by King Augustus the 

Strong’s manufactory at Meissen, in the Kingdom of Saxony founded in 1710, but it is one of 

the earliest to be established in Great Britain. There is rivalry between the Crown Derby, later 

Royal Crown Derby, works established by Andre Planche possibly as early as 1747 and the 

manufactory established by John Wall and William Davis at Worcester in 1750, now known 

as Royal Worcester, but then as the Worcester Tonquin Manufactory. It had not been possible 

to produce hard paste porcelain in Great Britain such as that manufactured in the Orient and 

at Meissen, but a bone china was developed being stronger than both hard and soft paste 

porcelain. 

 

In the early days of Josiah Wedgwood’s manufactory their products were little different to 

many other potteries, producing utility type items such as jugs and teapots, but with Josiah’s 

interest in chemistry, geology and physics he experimented with producing a variety of 

coloured glazes, which quickly singled him out from the general mass.  Although he survived 

smallpox in childhood the disease left him with a weakened knee which made operation of 

the potter’s wheel painful after any length of time.  He thus concentrated on design, 

manufacturing techniques and business management, employing skilled craftsmen to handle 

the production work.      

 

Success caused him to transfer production to Brick House in 1764. Whilst he did not attempt 

to copy the exquisite and very expensive porcelain of Bow, Chelsea, Meissen or Worcester, 



being more “down to earth” he mass produced quality but inexpensive simple table ware.  

Confidence in his ability to produce table ware of a consistent colour was such that in 1762, 

in celebration of the birth of the Queen’s first child, George, Prince of Wales he presented to 

Her Majesty a breakfast set of creamware.  The Queen was delighted with the gift which 

caused Wedgwood creamware to become popular with the aristocracy and thus the general 

population. This great success was enhanced in 1767 when Her Majesty gave permission for 

Josiah Wedgwood’s creamware to be known as Queen’s Ware, which continues today. 

 

 
 

From 1760 wares were sent from Burslem to Liverpool for transfer printing, and although 

Josiah insisted on personally approving all designs and colours it was not until 1784 that he 

established his own printing shop.  However of far greater importance was the partnership 

with Thomas Bentley of Chelsea from 1770 whereby wares were sent to London to be 

enamelled by hand.  Of great sales promotion importance arising from this partnership was 

the Imperial Russian Service of 1775 for Tsarina Catherine the Great consisting of 952 items 

costing just over £50.00, but rising to £3,500.00 after each item had been hand decorated with 

a separate English landscape. The order was secured by William Schaw 10th Lord Cathcart, 

who in 1814 would be elevated to 1st Earl Cathcart, and who in 1773 whilst serving as Consul 

to the Petersburg Court took a selection of Wedgwood pieces to show the Empress Catherine 

II. It achieved enormous commercial advantage for the firm of Josiah Wedgwood. The 

Tsarina ordered the (Green) Frog Service with over a thousand original paintings, for the 

Kekerekeksinen Palace (palace on a frog swamp (in Finnish)), later known as Chesme 

Palace. Most of the painting was carried out in Wedgwood's decorating studio in Chelsea.  Its 

display, Wedgwood thought, 'would bring an immense number of People of Fashion into our 

Rooms.’  For over a month the fashionable world thronged the rooms and blocked the streets 

with their carriages. The Tsarina paid £2,700, but the publicity and advertising value resulting 



in future orders made the loss very worthwhile.  It can today be seen in the Hermitage 

Museum in St. Petersburg.   

 

 

 
 

By now Wedgwood had abandoned earlier rustic ware and chinoiserie designs and 

concentrated on producing creamware in the severe shapes of Neo-Classicism now becoming 

fashionable, where the decoration was largely confined to simple leaf or Greek-derived 

borders of which the Greek Key Pattern is the most well known, and inspired by the 

excavations at Herculaneum near Naples.  The public were already enthusiastic for all things 

classical following the publication of Sir William Hamilton’s catalogue of Greek antiquities 

in 1766.  Sir William, the husband of Emma who later married Vice-Admiral Horatio Nelson, 

1st Viscount Nelson and 1st Duke of Bronte, was our Ambassador to the Court of Naples, the 

Kingdom of the Two Scillies.  In order to reproduce, in pottery, ancient classical pieces he 

experimented to produce “basalts” in various colours, but mainly “Egyptian” black from 

1779 using the finer Devonshire clays adding manganese and the iron-bearing carstone to 

produce a dense truly black body which he renamed “basalts”. Further refinement enabled the 

production of “rose antico”, “terra cotta” and “cane” wares. The “basalts” were used largely 

to produce large vases, busts and other decorative objects, whilst the “cane ware” was used to  

Imitate bamboo. 

 

             
 



 

The next development arose from the 1774 success in producing a truly white body that could 

be made to take up an even colouring of green, yellow, lilac and black although other 

variations were possible such as sage green, pink or coffee brown. To the solid coloured body 

were applied white reliefs to provide a cameo effect. In the early years only small decorative 

articles were produced but by 1780 Josiah Wedgwood had gained sufficient confidence to 

produce larger “jasper ware” pieces and in 1790 his most famous item of all, the Portland 

Vase, a copy of a Roman glass cameo masterpiece, named after the Duke of Portland who 

had gifted the original to the British Museum.  Wedgwood “jasper ware” is probably the most 

widely copied of his great innovations, from the luxury of the Meissen manufactory in the  

 

 



Kingdom of Saxony of which the example below dates from 1818, to the mass production by  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

unnamed factories of which the Portland Blue jasper ware below is an example from the late  

nineteen or early twentieth century, being a spill vase. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The great success enabled Josiah of cause to be built the family home he called Etruria Hall 

near Burslem and work commenced in 1768, being completed in 1771, as illustrated below. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Josiah Wedgwood was a great innovator, being the first to reduce production costs by a 

division of responsibility, the first with showrooms, first in London in 1774 which remained   

in Wedgwood Mews, 12, Greek Street, London, W1., followed by other showrooms in major 

cities. The showrooms were during the late eighteenth and early twentieth centuries “the 

place to go, to be seen and to meet friends”, and were extremely popular which was all good 

for business. The illustration below is of the showroom in St. James’s Square, London, in 

1809, previously in Wedgwood Mews. 

 

 
 

He introduced mail order and two for the price of one, direct mail order, money back 

guarantee, travelling salesmen, self service and free delivery which just proves that many 

things that today we assume are very recent, are actually much older. It s perhaps indicative 

of the nature of Josiah that the “Wedgwood” factory mark was a simple name 

“WEDGWOOD” until 1770 and two similar simple statements as illustrated, whilst others 

factories often adopted more flamboyant artistic designs, as illustrated below. 

 

 

 

  

 

Chelsea, 1774.  Derby, 1756.  Wedgwood, 1754.  Worcester, 1751. 

From “Manual of Pottery & Porcelain Marks” by W.H.Hooper and W.C.Phillips, 1876, Author’s library. 



 

In 1783 he was elected to the Royal Society for the development of a pyrometer, a device to 

measure the extremely high temperatures that are found in kilns during the firing of pottery.  

He was an active member of the Lunar Society of Birmingham often held at Erasmus Darwin 

House and is remembered on the Moonstones in Birmingham.  

Not long after the new manufactory in Burslem opened, which was constructed specifically 

for the manufacture of Jasper ware in 1769, the continuing trouble with the smallpox-afflicted 

knee made necessary the amputation of his right leg. In 1780, his long-time business partner 

Thomas Bentley died, and Wedgwood turned to Robert Darwin for help in running the 

business. As a result of the close association that grew up between the Wedgwood and 

Darwin families, Josiah's eldest daughter Susannah would later marry Robert. Susannah and 

Robert Darwin’s son Charles, who became the English naturalist Charles Darwin, author of 

the “Origin of the Species” married Emma Wedgwood his cousin. The doubled family 

inheritance of Wedgwood’s wealth created by his grandfather gave Charles Darwin the 

leisure time to formulate his theory of evolution. 

 

Whilst Josiah Wedgwood died on 3rd January, 1795, his name and that of the great 

manufactory he founded lives on, one of the truly greats of the world of ceramics.  
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